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Phi Beta Kappa, s..holastic honor
society of the College of Arts and
Sciences, ranked first among all organizations with a perfect 4.0 average this past semester. Delta Delta
Delta led sororities with a 2.97 average. Sigma Chi's 2.43 (members
only) came out first in the fraternity division.
The All-Maine Women excelled
with a 3.02 to lead :he honorary
and extracurricular organizations.
The University average was a 2.37.
Jean Leon Destine and his Haitian Dance Compa
All women at the University had an
ny will
average of 2.60 and all men re- highlight the second week of March
Arts Festival in the Memorial
ceived an average of 2.27. Sorority Gymnasium Saturday night
at 8:00.
women topped the fraternity men
The Haitian group will perform
The Student Art exhibit will have
with a 2.54. The fraternity average folklore
dances of their island in- its first public showin
g in the Mewas 2.29.
termixed with Voodoo rites. Until morial Union
Lobby
at 2:00 on
SCHOLASTIC HONOR
a short time ago, the dancing, the Sunday. A
coffee at that time will be
SOCIETIES
drumming, the religious ceremonies sponsored
by the Union Fine Arts
Phi Beta Kappa
4.0
of the Haitian people were regarded Commit
tee.
Omicron Nu
3.69
as barbarous and uncivilized by the
At 3:C0 on Sunday two films,
Neal Nlathetai
3.67
aristocratic Paris-educated elite of "The Elizabe
th of England" and
Phi Kappa Phi
3.55
the island. As a Haitian spokesman "Hamlet" will
be shown in the
Kappa Delta Pi
said. "It wasn't until Destine trans- Bangor
3.31
Room of the Memorial
Tau Beta Pi
3.30
planted the dance from our hills to Union.
Sigma Pi Sigma
the stage, that most of us began to
2.839
POETRY HOUR
Alpha Zeta
realize the true beauty of our own
2.82
Professor Charles F. Virtue will
Xi Sigma Pi
2.65
folklore."
read from the works of Marsden
FRATERNITIES
VOODOO RITUALS
Hartley at the Poetry Hour at 4:10
(members only)
"Baptism of the Drum," "Spider on Tuesday, March 13, in the Coe
Sigma Chi
2.43
Dance," "Afro Chant," and "Witch Lounge of the Memorial Union.
Lambda Chi Alpha
2.39
Doctor" are a few of the Voodoo Maine's famous artist and poet is
Delta Tau Delta
2.37
rituals
that the group will perform outstanding as one of the nation's
Tau Epsilon Phi
2.32
for the University audience. Accord- modern painters. Colored slides of
Kappa Sigma
2.318
ing to the San Diego Union, "The Hartley's paintings will be shown
Alpha Gamma Rho
2.273
dancers from Haiti have imagina- during the reading of his poetry.
Phi Eta Kappa
2.25
On Wednesday, March 14, the
tion, humor, and a gift for suggestSigma Phi Epsilon
2.2427 ing the
movie.
"Appalachian Spring" will
superna
tural.
Destine's vooBeta Theta Pi
2.2420 doo and
witch doctor dances make be shown in the Bangor Room of the
Tau Kappa Epsilon
2.208
Memorial Union at 4:00.
the blood run cold."
Theta Chi
2.207
The University Concert Series
Destine
and
Phi Kappa Sigma
his
group
have
per2.202
presents the Claremont Quartet at
formed
through
out Europe, the
Phi Gamma Delta
2.19
United States, Mexico. and Canada. 8:15 on Thursday, March 15 in the
Phi Mu Delta
2.16
Women's Gymnasium.
Sigma Nu
JAZZ CONCERT
2.15
The Claremont Quartet, comSigma Alpha Epsilon
/.06
Saturday afternoon, Don Sylvia posed
of two violins, a viola, and a
Alpha Tau Omega
will present a jazz concert in the
2.02
cello, has just returned from a
SORORITIES
Memorial Union, lasting from 3 world-w
ide tour. They expect to
Delta Delta Delta
until 5:00. The 15 piece band will
2.97
wind
up
their tour of the United
Delta Zeta
play all jazz. Greg Osgood's quintet
2.90
States in May.
Alpha Chi Omega
will
also
2.8598
play for a half hour. No
Professor Niven stressed the fact
Alpha Omicron Pi
2.8597 admission will be charged. The that there are
only 500 seats in the
Chi Omega
musicians will be paid from union gym and
2.73
urges all students to pick
Pi Beta Phi
headquarters in New York in ap- up their
2.69
tickets as soon as possible
Phi Mu
preciation of the Memorial Union's at 103
2.58
Carnegie Hall. These tickets
HONORARY AND
policy of hiring only union musi- are free
and students' ID's will not
EXTRACURRICULAR
cians.
be accepted at the door.
ORGANIZATIONS
All-Maine Women
3.02
Maine Masque
2.84
Sophomore Eagles
2.77
STOP THE PRESSES
Maine Campus
2.68
FLASH!! Shortly before press-time,
Prism Board
2.61
Campus received its
reply to the above questions from GovernorThe
Senior Skull Society
John H. Reed. We regret
2.38
that
time
does
not
permit us to print his response this week. Howeve
Scabbard and Blade
2.19
r,
it will be printed in the next issue, March
Sophomore Owls
It is our sincere hope
2.17
that other gubernatorial candidates follow 15.
the Governor's example.

Voodoo Rituals On Saturday
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Arts Festival
In Full Swing

Haitian Dancers To Perform
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Haiti's "Ambassadors of the Arts"
These folk dancers are members of the Jean-Leon Destine
Haitian Dance Company which will present a rhythmic interpretation of dance traditions of Haiti which blend two cultures-the
African and the French. The dancers will perform Saturday at 8
p.m. in the Memorial Gym. Their appearance is part of the March
Arts Festival.

"Maybe Next Week"
Governor Candidates

IN

For the last month Campus readers have been waiting patiently for answers to the questionnaire sent to each of the four
candidates for governor. As of March 6, the only result is a heavy
Campus telephone bill.
All four of the candidates have
said, in telephone conversations,
that they will answer "as soon as
possible." Two candidates said that
they would have their answers in
last week but didn't make their
deadline.
The delay can probably be explained by a number of reasons.
One candidate said that it is still
very early in the campaign to come
out with a broad statement of policy. Some of them may be waiting

for the others to answer first in
order to catch the public reaction.
Still another reason may be that
candidates tend to be very busy
people.
The four candidates for governor are Maynard Dolloff (D) from
Augusta, Edward Hutchinson (R)
from Boothbay Harbor, Richard
Dubord from Waterville, and Governor John H. Reed. On page two
is the list of questions that the
candidates are now mulling over.

House Prexys Comment On New Rushing System
By TOM SHIELDS

"I realize that the new system has
bugs in it but it is at least as effective
as the old one." This is the way Tom
Patrick, President of the Interfraternity Council, summed up his views
on the new fraternity rushing system
after its first year of operation.
Last April the IFC voted to try
the new system and it went into
effect during the fall semester. Under the new rules fraternities were
allowed to rush freshmen from two
weeks after the beginning of the
semester until the end of the semester. Formal rushing could be
held during the first ten days of the
present semester if any fraternity
wanted to. Formal pledging also
began at the same time.
Under the old system all rushing
was done in a two week period start-

ing at the begining of the second
semester.

The IFC felt that a longer rushing period would give the fraternities and the rushees a better
chance to get to know each other.
They also thought that it would
be less expensive for the fraternities and that the time required for
rushing could be spread out over
the semester rather than concentrated in a two week period that
left little time for studying.
How well did it work in actual
operation? The opinions of members
of the different fraternities vary
somewhat but most seem to feel
that the new system was a success
although some changes should be
made before next year.
Dave Bausch, Theta Chi's president, said, "My opinion is that

the new system is OK but I think rush for
the first month next
that the 'hands off' period (first fall."
two weeks of the fall semester)
One way that the new plan can
ought to be extended to 4 or 5
be measured is by the number of
weeks."
pledges. So far 272 pledges have
Pete Nickols, President of Alpha been signed (230
freshmen and 42
Tau Omega, said "Basically the new upperclassmen).
This is a larger
system is better than the old one. number than was
pledged last year
Time will straighten out the prob- at this time," claimed
Tom Patrick.
lems provided that the fraternities IFC president
and a member of
understand that the system is based Kappa Sigma.
on honor."
Joel Chaison, Tau Kappa EpsiThe main objection to the new lon's president, said "We
liked it a
plan is that the rushing period is too lot. We were skeptica
l at first but
long. "It's just to much of a bind," it worked out real well.
It was a lot
said a member of Phi Gamma Del- cheaper than the old
method, too."
ta." Two weeks were not long
Ron Cotten, President of Sigenough and all semester is to long."
ma Alpha Epsilon, said, "On the
President Ralph Gordon of Sig- whole we liked it. We
didn't fare
ma Chi said that the new plan too well as far as
pledges go but
"worked well for our house but that was our fault
rather than a
I feel that the fraternides won't fauh of the system.
Some houses

seem to want a shorter rushing
period, perhaps from the last of
November on."
Any changes in the system will
be made by the new Interfratcrnity
council. "We want to let the whole
thing cool off until people can look
at it objectively," said Patrick.
"Then when the new IFC comes
into office after the spring vacation
we will make recommendations to
them on how we think the new
system should be changed and let
them make any changes that seem
reasonable to them."
Patrick added that the fraternities
are still interested in rushing students this semester. "If there is
someone interested in joining a fraternity he shouldn't wait until next
year," he said.
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"Blood Wedding"
To Be Presented
March 21 - 24
The Maine Masque Theatre will
present Garcia Lorca's modern tragedy, "Blood Wedding." in the Little
Theatre on March 21, 22, 23, and
24. with a special matinee at 2 p.m.
on March 24.
"Blood Wedding" is a drama
which provides actors, audience and
designer with the challenge of complete abandon, best characterized
by the art of dance.
Director James Barushok relates
the dance to the drama by explaining that it was from the dance that
the great drama of Greece of the 5th
century B.C. developed and it is
from these same origins that the
theatre today comes.
To further show a relationship
between the spirit of abandon and
the audience, director Barushok
says,"... The sophisticated theatre
goer, like his counterpart on the
stage must share in the spirit of
abandon—the spirit of the dance—
if he is to get the most from his
theatre going. The theatre is an art
form which penetrates to the deepest
recesses of the self."
"It is with this thought in mind
that we have accepted the challenge
of 'Blood Wedding' a play which
needs no apology for its intellectual
content, but whose greatest challenge is that it tests to the fullest
our ability to capture the Dionysian
spirit of abandon.
Tickets for "Blood Wedding" are
now on sale at the Maine Masque
Theatre box office located in room
310 Stevens Hall.

Aui

Questions For Governors

Blood Wedding
A scene from the next Maine Masque production of Blood
Wedding finds the Mother (Lea Hammer) in a tender moment
wih tthe Bride (Judith Bell) as the Bridegroom (David Howe)
and the Father (Leroy Clark) look on. The performances will
be given March 21-24 at 8:15 p.m. and March 24 at 2:00 p.m.
in the Little Theatre.
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(Continued from Page One)
I. Do you favor increased state
potential?
revenue?
5.
Do
you favor raising the minia. How do you feel about a
mum
salaries for teachers in
state income tax?
the public schools?
b. Do you think we need a
6. How do you feel about a
larger tax base?
-right-to-work" law?
c. How do you feel about a
7.
What were the good and bad
state corporation tax?
points about the 100th Legisd. How do you feel about a
lature?
state lottery?
8. How do you feel about educae. Do you favor reduction of
tional television?
the sales tax on hotel and
9.
What specific proposals do you
motel lodging?
have in mind for the 101st
2. Are we making the best use of
Legislature?
the Department of Economic
10. What additional information
Development?
can you provide us about your
3. How do you feel about federal
platform?
aid to schools?
And so, for the fourth straight
4 Are we making the best use week, we hope for a reply in time
of the University of Maine's for next week's issue.
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Railro

Girl 7a 41Ater's Guide
Presented by Pall mail Famous Cigarettes

Red China's current food production is estimated as below 1958
levels in the face of a 35,000,000
population rise. And in the first half
of 1961, per capita cloth ration
was 18 inches compared with 18 feet
in past years.
(Louiseville Courier-Journal)

Don't fight a fall while skiing. By
falling in a relaxed position, you
will probably prevent an injury.
(The Berkshire Eagle)

•

CLASSIFIED
Use the Campus' weekly classified often. 75# for 25 words;
50 thereafter. Deadline Monday
noon for Thursday edition. No
charges, cash only. Use the campus mail, or put remittance and
classified in business manager's
mail box in Campus office.
SKUNK—For sale. Best reasonable offer. Complete with cage,
leash, supply of food. Not a
joke ad. See: Oby, Beta.
WASHER —General Electric
wringer washer for sale. In excellent condition. Price $30.
Phone 6-2567.
1YPING-10e a sheet. 107 Mill
St. Apt. 2, Orono.
FOR SALE—Several jokes in bad
taste, one of which appeared here
last week. Won't happen again.
WANTED—Text book "Essentials of Earth's History" by
Stokes. Contact: H.M., 335 Corbett.
OPPORTUNITY—Retired golfer looking for experienced caddy.
Must be versed in national affairs. Frontiersmen need not apply.
TRAILER—for sale. Available
immediately. 38' x 8'. Complete
with washer. TV, and 2 bedrooms. $1500 asking price. Inquire, Mo Pare, lot #22, Wilder
Trailer Park, Stillwater.
WANTED—Will do typing in
my home. Call: 827-2668.
FOR SALE—Double bed, box
spring, mattress and steel Hollywood frame. Excellent condition. Phone 866-4909.

Girl
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watching is not strenuous

1.2QQ@EI @co Advantages over bird watching
Although girl watching will inevitably be compared with
bird watching, it enjoys many obvious advantages. For
one thing. it is less strenuous.

across rushing streams. Girl watching sites, however, are
generally accessible to the watcher's home, school or
place of business and can usually be reached without
great effort. Perhaps no other hobby is so easy to enjoy.
(Pall Mall is easy to enjoy, too.That's because Pall Mall's
natural mildness is so good to your taste!)

The bird watcher usually has to hike out into the
woods v,hcre there is often a great deal of climbing over
rocks and fallen trees and, occasionally,some swimming
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Authority (?) Speaks
stranger, less consistent, and
possibly
more revealing, is the
latest outrage to the journalistic
prof
which appeared in the Mar ession
ch first
issue. To wit, a criticism
of
editorial policy of the Bam:or the
Daily
News in which appeared the
words:
"It is the responsibility of any
paper, whether or not it face newss competition, to present an
objective
viewpoint on its editorial
page."
I don't feel that a newspaper
which
did not trouble to consult
one mem-

the mini- achers in
about a
and bad
)th Legis)ut educails do you
the 101st
[formation
Lbout your
h straight
ly in time

1•

Beds — Chests — Desks
At reasonable pricer
ECONOMY FURNITURE

MEEK

Railroad Station, Old Town

her of the G.S.S. befo
re declaring
it the witting or unwi
tting tool of
international communism
is in a
position to criticize any
one on the
manner in which they
choose to report the news.
In closing, I have two
suggestions
to make to the pers
on who draws
editorial cartoons for the
Campus:
(1) that he find out wha
t conservativism is all about, and
(2)
learn to draw. I am, of , that he
course, assuming that someone on
the editorial staff of the Maine Cam
pus does
have a vague notion
of wha
servatives stand for (other t conthan that
they go around muttering
19th century platitudes or som
eth
that), and just doesn't wan ing like
t the fact
known. Perhaps for fear
of losing
his job?

Campus Guilty?
To the Editor:
Your attack on the Bangor
News in last week's Campus Daily
prising. Undoubtedly the is surBangor
Daily News is open to crit
icis
its extremely partisan viewpoin m for
t. The
surprising thing is that the
Campus
would have the audacity
to criticize
another newspaper for prac
tices of
which it is even more guil
ty itself.
In the first place, thc New
carry columnists of opposite s does
of view. Who is the cons points
ervative
columnist for the Campus?
It seems
that the only time the Campus
strays
from its liberal policy is
to include
an occasional letter from
a conservative student. We are
also aware
that many times intelligent
conservative letters fail to receive
publication.

3

Student Senate Votes $3,000 Budget

1 he Student Senate passed
a
One of the most hotly cont
$3,000 budget for the coming year
ested
prop
osals of the evening was a
at their last meeting, Tuesday Mar
moch tion to change the date
6. This budget represents
of Senate
an $800 meetings from Tuesday
to Thursday
increase in funds over the last few
nights starting next fall. The
years. President William Fergus
motion
pointed out that the increase on had originally been approved by a
is majority of the Executiv
e Commitneeded due to the growing
size of tee. Senator Majorie
McGraw from
the student body and because
of in- Penobscot Hall made
the motion.
creased services that the
Senate
It was pointed out that the Mai
plans for next year.
ne
Campus could provide bett
er and
The budget now waits for
ap- more coverage of Senate business if
proval by President Elliott.
meetings were held Thursday.
At the
the first time that the SenaThis is pres
ent time, the Campus is entirely
te has
drawn up a budget before the
money "made up" before the Senate meets.
is granded to it by the
University. making it difficult to provide spac
e
Ferguson noted that before
this year, needed for important news when
CLARK M. NEILY
it
the University granted the
is needed. The idea was orig
Ed. Note: Cut because
m
a
flat
inal
of extreme
rate of $2,200.
proposed at a meeting bet ly
length.
ween
Vice President William Cha
President William Ferguson
and
made the motion that the ndler Campus Editor
Secondly, the Campus has
Earl Smith.
Senate
send
ob"as
NOTICE
man
y carloads of students
Senator Stanley Schneider fro
served that the Bangor Dail
m
is the only paper serving y News as possible" to the Maine State Con- Tau Epsilon Phi said, "There is no
There will be a meeting
northern stitutional Hearings on
of
defi
all
nite
advantage in changing the
Maine. It
March 24.
off-campus men interest
ed in elect- that the also should be pointed out These students will express
their night of the meeting." He went on
Maine Campus is the only opinion
ing a new off-campus
Senator in newspaper
about lowering the voti
ng to say that it is better to have some
the Lown Room, Union,
serving the students of age in
Maine from 21 to 18 whe
March 14 the Universi
n coverage and have it timely with
ty of Maine.
at 12:30.
and if a revised draft
We suggest that the Cam
of the State possible elaboration on the followpus ad- Constitution is drawn
ing week, than to
up.
tion passed unanimously. His mo- late. Vice Pres have it all a week
ident Chandler
that the Calendar Committee said
already drawn up the calendar had
for
the coming year and Sena
te
ings might conflict with othe meethere to its purported stan
r actividards. It ties.
Another Senator observed that
would seem that the mot
to of the mor
e
Campus is: "Don't do as
I do; do as the prelims are given at the end of
1 say."
week than at the first. The
tion was tabled until the next moDONALD E. QUIGLEY
meeting.
DANIEL C. EVERETT
It was also announced that
DONALD P. GOULD
the
next Senate Gripe Session
Ed. Note: Cut because
will be
of length. help
We have printed all
April 25.
inte
and unintelligent Cons lligent
ervative
letters received in this offi
On March 13 at 7 p.m. the Sena
ce, and
te
challenge the authors of
this letter Political Affairs Committee will
:0 prove otheroti
sponsor a showing of the
films
"Communism Encirclement,"
a history of Communism from Len
in to
Castro, and "Operation Abol
HOLMAN'S TEXACO
ition."
a documentary review of the
San
Stillwater Corner
Francisco meeting of the Hou
se
American Activities CommitteeUnAll types of mechanical
May, 1960. The program is plan in
ned
work—guaranteed
in connection with an "Op
eration
4. 4
and insured.
Apathy" campaign to stim
ulate
terest among the students on inStarting and Towing
this
cam
pus in political affairs on nati
Service & Accessories
onal and international levels.
Weekdays 7 a.n1.-9 p.m.
Jack
Cramer Levy, Director of
: .gg ,f2
Holidays & Sundays
Public Relations and Mai
ne Civi
Defense will be guest speaker l
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
at
40
this program which promises
to be
most interesting and enlighte
ning.

Points to Ponder
Learning never stops for
engineers at Western Elec
tric
There's no place at Western Electric
neers who feel that college diplom for engithe end of their education. However,as signify
can meet our quality standards and if a man
he is really just beginning to learn ...feels that
and
is ready to launch his career where lear if he
an important part of the job and where ning is
graduate-level training on and off the job is enc
ouraged — we want and need him.
At NVestern Electric, in addition
to
normal learning-while-doing, engineersthe
are encouraged to move ahead in their fields by seve
al types of educational programs. Westerrmaintains its own full-time graduate engine n
ing training program, seven formal man erage
ment courses, and a tuition refund plan for
out-of-hours college study.
This learning atmosphere is just one rea
why a career at %Vestern Electric is so stison
lating. Of equal importance, however, muis
nature of the work we do. Our new enginethe
ers
are taking part in projects that implement
the
whole art of modern telephony, from hig
speed sound transmission and solar cell helectronic telephone offices and computer-s to
controlled production techniques.
Should you join us now, you will be coming

to Western Electric at one of the
best
the company's history. In the man times in
area alone, several thousand supervisagement
are expected to open up to W.E. peo ory- jobs
the next 10 years. And our work ofple within
building
communications equipment and
systems becomes increasingly challenging and
as the communications needs of our important
nation and
the world continue to increase.
Challenging opportunities
exist now at Western
Electric for electrical, mechanic
al, industrial, and chemical engineers, as well as phys
ical science, liberal arts,
and business motors. All qualifie
d applicants will receive careful consideration
for employment without
regard to race, creed, color or
national origin. For more
information about Western
Electric, writ. College Relations, Western Electric Com
pany, Room 6206, 222
Broadway, New York 38,
New York. And be sure to
arrange for a Western
Electric interview when our
college representatives visit
your campus.

BUT...
Mow mulch of that fortune will still
belong to you lip..
Ike sie wane?

OR...
How am& will your dependent
s have to live on if you
die woo woo?

Thew problems can be solved
immediately and permanently through a fully
flexible Massachueetts
Mammal life insurance policy
suited to your individual
needs.
Ask for fell information on she
easy way so pay for
life insurance.

Representatives:
BOB DOW

Wegtern

Electric

yamo•cry••40 AND
0
,...ICJ tvitem

Principal manufacturing locations
Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. at Chicago, Ill.; Kearny, N. ; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown
Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Omaha, Neb.;
and LaureIrtata, Pa ;
Kanc
Engineering Research Center, Princeton,
N. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, Ill.,as City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, C.'i
and Little Rock, Ark. Also Western
tuition centers in 33 cities and Installation J.headq
Electric cfisii ,
uarter% in 16 cities, General headq
uarters: 195 Broadway, New York
7, N. Y.

IL4.1...s
M

Between your first and last pay
checks you will mew a
fortune_

AV ERILL BLACK
RICHARD DANSEREAU
HARRY LESLIE

MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INS

URANCE COMPANY

Springliekl, Atossodonells

maine

Orono, Maine, March 1

campus

EDITORIALS
What's The Next Move?

IF

you DUMP 1N ANY MDRE PoiNDER

President Kennedy's recent nation-wide Radio
ion
speech has been hailed as a great offensive move against-Televis
the Soviet
Union. But although Kennedy placed the Soviets on the defensiv
by stating that the United States will test unless the U.S.S.R. e
cepts a test ban with inspections, there is little hope that any acsort
of an agreement will be reached.
Nuclear testing and stockpiling is a symptom, not the cause of
the East-West conflict. Neither the Soviet Union nor the United
States will accept a test ban unless it is politically advantageous
for her to do so. Thus, it would seem that the East-West nuclear
arms race will continue unchecked until some unforeseen event
brings the present East-West conflict to an end.
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Our Outmoded Government

Do You Agree?
My recent correspondence with
the Campus has made clear to me
that many of the readers of this
paper—and possibly a few of its
writers—have only the haziest conception of what Conservatism is
all about. It is my hope that a
column of this sort will arouse
interest in, and possibly sympathy
with, the Conservative position.
A great deal of the difficulty lies
in the word "conservatism": I use
it to mean one thing, and the editors
of the Campus use it to mean something else entirely. They evidently
looked the word up in Webster's,
and found that it meant "opposition
to change." I propose a new definition, one which is paraphrased from
Goldwater's The Conscience of a
Conservative:
Conservative, n. One who believes that the purpose and

challenge of politics is to preserve and extend freedom.
Notice, please, that I capitalize my
C: this is to call attention to the fact
that I am using this non-standard
definition. A better word would be
"liberal"; but I can't use that—it's
already taken. Usage is established,
and I will be a lower-case conservative in this respect (except
for the C).
My definition has nothing to do
with age, financial status, or taste in
neckties; and it says nothing about
laissez-faire capitalism. The concern is freedom—preservation and
extension thereof. The Liberal (I
am forced to captialize this, also)
no doubt feels that freedom is his
concern as well; unfortunately, it is
not his major concern. Instead, he
regards the satisfaction of economic
wants as the dominant mission of
society. His philosophy becomes a

sort of emotional egalitarianism (So
what if they live in Red China—they
gotta eat, don't they?).
Conservatives are: against Big
Government, as tending to restrict
freedom; for the Constitution, as
tending to encourage freedom;
against oppressive taxes, as threatening economic liberty; and for
States' Rights, as being constitutional.
The preceding over-generalities
are necessary, I feel, to lay some
groundwork for future discussions.
Some kind of basic introduction was
called for, obviously.
Finally, I do not pretend to be the
spokesman for all Conservatives on
campus (if there are any). On the
contrary, I hope to encourage them
to speak for themselves, whether
they agree with me or not.

The recent controversy over the appointment of the Chief
of the Maine State Police has brought the Executive Council and
irresponsible government into the spotlight again. Governor Reed,
who supported the Council in the last election, is being opposed
in his re-appointment of Chief Marx.
Whether or not Chief Marx is reappointed is incidental in
itself. The real issue is whether or not the present inefficient system
of government should be allowed to continue. The Executive
Council is a violation of the "Separation of Powers" Theory upon
which American Government is based, and is vested with the
power to confirm high-level appointments which rightfully belongs
to the Senate. The machinery of Maine's government was set in
motion with the idea of retaining the governor as a mere figurehead, an idea which has persisted down to this day.
If the people of Maine desire a modern, efficient government
they must have vigorous leadership. This goal cannot be attaine
when the executive branch is not allowed to operate within thed
full power of its scope. We can never attain efficient government
when a segment of that government is allowed to operate at
its
own discretion, free from popular opinion and control.

THOMAS L. GOODWIN

The
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Letters To The Editor
Ed. Note:
We again urge our readers to
make their Letters to the Editor
brief and to the point. We reserve
the right to cut letters when they
are excessisely long. However, in
all fairness, we will indicate when
a letter has been cut because of
length.

A Serious Matter
To the Editor:
I was surprised at Barry Mills'
article about his visit to the John
Birch Society headquarters. I am not
questioning the authenticity of his
report, but I am wondering what
over-all impression the article left
on its readers. It seemed to say,
"Don't worry about the John Birchers. They are just a group of ordinary people under the age of thirtyfive." Barry presented their argument about being an "educational
group" wronged by "prejudiced reporting." He ended by saying that
their "faith in the Society, however
misplaced, is unshakable." Am I to
accept this statement?
The relative respectability by the
Society headquarters which Barry
described as a typical office scene is
a major reason why this organization has achieved its present status.
It has an estimated yearly income of
$1.5 million and is believed to have
more than 60,000 members. The
very fact that the term "John Bircher" is recognized by every American

today is proof of the prestige of the
Society.
The free American press has generally shown good judgment by
alerting Americans to the dangers
presented by this and other far left
and right organizations. The humorous, casual light in which the Birchers were presented to Campus readers shows a lack of responsibility on
the part of our newspaper.
Sincerely,
JoAN B. DEARBORN
Washington, D. C.
(Ed. Note: Cut because of
length.)

Note To Frosh
To the Editor:
You have all now heard of your
banquet and dance through notices
or conversation. What do you think?
Here are the thoughts that crossed
our minds: the dance was a good
idea—for a couple hundred dollars
the class could hire a suitable band
and provide an enjoyable, admission free evening. But what about that
banquet? Banquets are usually held
in celebration or to raise money.
Mind telling us what we are celebrating? Does anyone realize that the
banquet cost well over one thousand
dollars? Our dues were raised this
year to ostensibly pave the way for
lower dues in the next three years.
Well, spending over a thousand dollars on a traditional, but senseless
banquet is certainly no way to approach such a savings program. In
many cases it was Daddy or Mommy who financed the dues, but in

too many cases that money was
hard earned by individual students.
In most instances, money is at a dire
premium during the college years
and we would like to see ours spent
in the most beneficial way. If the
class government is determined to
express its existence by such expenditure, it seems that they could
accomplish it by using the hard
earned funds for a Class of '65
scholarship fund or its equivalent.
Make Sense?
BILL ANDERSON
MUR1RAY SPRUCE

Authority (?) Speaks
To the Editor:
I would like to bring forward
some passages from the editorial
section of the Campus:
14 December 1961: .....The
United States Constitution gives citizens the right to hold their own
opinions and express them in public.
We feel it is hypocritical not to make
this right international, allowing all
men the right to hold their own
opinions on all matters, and have
the respect of others for their beliefs.
7 December 1961: "Communist
( hina is there—we cannot deny her
existence.... we must be realistic
and recognize Red China.
15 February 1962: ...'Any country can progress and survive only if
the conservatives are kept in the
minority...."
Et alii. Very strange words for a
newspaper which prates of respect
for the opinions of others. But even
More Letters on p. 3
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Editors Corner
Among the most treasured bits of
advice from advisors on study habits
is that you are more alert if you stock
tip knowledge in a cool room. If this
is a fact, the reading MOMS of our
campus library should be the best
place to do your cramming. Even if
you could sleep in those chairs, the
cold breeze that circulates about
would keep you awake. On the other
hand, they say you go to sleep before you freeze to death anyway.
Notices are currently circulating
among the seniors, requesting and
suggesting ideas for the appropriate
gift for the Class of '62 to leave the
University. The senior gift commit-

Ice has worked hard to present before the students ideas, including
a smoker, two ticket offices or
stage curtains for the Hauck Auditorium, or a library fund for books.
Approximately $4,500 may be spent.
Those who have other ideas should
contact Bob Bogdan, Millie Simpson or Jane Laing. If you drop your
suggestions in the wooden mailbox
at the foot of the inside stairs of
Fernald Hall, they will bc directed
to the committee. Next week, The
Campus will print several additional
suggestions and note support fot
those ideas already proposed. Make
your pitch—it's your money!!
EHS
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University Of Maine Debators At M.I.T., D.C. and B.U.
Twenty-eight teams representing
17 schools participated in the Massa4husetts Institute of Technology
ebate Tournament on March 3
d 4. The University of Maine deters won third place in the tourna-
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ment. Royce Flood and Stuart Rich
won five debates and lost one. Debates were won from M.I.T., Emerson, New Paltz State Teachers College, New York. and two debates
from the State University of New
York, College of Forestry, while one

illAP Law School Gets Books
United States Supreme Court Justice Tom C. Clark has given the
ichool of Law of the University of
Maine more than 100 volumes in
be "Corpus Juris Secundum." This
sodernized version of the body of
be law is the "lawyer's encyclopeSa."

le Chief
ncil and
Dr Reed,
opposed

When Supreme Court Justice
Clark was in Rockland last summer
for a meeting of the Bar Association
he heard about the new School of
Law in Portland. He later wrote asking what he could do to help the
School and listing the law books he
was willing to donate.
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Israeli Uri Gordon Guest Speaker
At Mlle! Foundation Supper Sunday
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debate was lost to St. Ansalem's College. Marjorie McGraw and Wayne
Johnson won debates from Boston
University, New Paltz, and M.I.T., Friday, March 9
Tuesday, March 13
and lost to Boston College, Hobart
MUAB Record Hop, Bear's Den,
*Poetry Hour, Professor Virtue
College, and M.I.T.
Memorial Union, 8:00
reading poems by outstanding
Union Movie, "Vertigo," Bangor
artist, Marsden Hartley. Colored
Four University debaters particiRoom, Memorial Union, 7 & 9
pated in the Georgetown Debating
slides will be shown during the
Tournament, in Washington. D. C. Saturday, March 10
reading of the poetry.
A & S Written Comprehensive
Irene Brown and Joyce Higgins won
Coe Lounge, Memorial Union,
Examinations.
debates from Holy Cross and New
4:10
Union Movie, "Vertigo," Bangor
York University. Ted Sherwood and
Senate-sponsored films, "ComRoom, Memorial Union, 7 & 9
Dick Hall won debates from Wesmunism Encirclement," and
*Jean Leon Destine and his
leyan U., and Stevens Point College.
"Operation Abolition."
Haitian Dance Company,
Eighty teams from 55 schools parBridge Club, Lown Room,
Memorial Gymnasium, 8:00
ticipated in this tournament.
Memorial Union, 7:00
Sunday, March 11
Wednesday, March 14
University Freshman debaters,
*Coffee and public showing of
*Fine Arts Film, "Appalachian
Richard Currier and Stanley Sloan,
Student Art, Lobby, Memorial
Spring," Bangor Room,
participated in the Boston UniverUnion, 2.00
Memorial Union, 4:00
sity Invitational Debate Tournament
*Sunday Films, "The Elizabeth
Thursday, March 15
on March 8, 9, and 10.
of England" and "Hamlet,"
University Concert Series, The
Bangor Room, Memorial Union,
Claremont Quartet, Women's
3:00
Gymnasium, 8:15. (Tickets obMonday, March 12
tained without charge from the
Playboy Tickets on sale near
Music Department.)
Bear's Den
*Arts Festival.

Uri Gordon, a member of Israel's
Diplomatic Service, will be guest
speaker at a supper given by the
University of Maine Hillel Foundation Sunday at 6 p.m. in the Memorial Union.
Gordon, was born in Tel-Aviv,
Israel. He graduated from the Hebrew University in Jerusalem where
he attained his B.A. in "Arabic
Language and Literature," and his
M.A., with distinction, in the "The
Middle East in Moslem Times."
As a student leader, Mr. Gordon
has represented Israeli students at
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O Do men expect their

Lowest prices, best service

dates to furnish
their own cigarettes?

Tydol Flying -A-
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right next door to campus
on College Ave.
Service and Repairs

None
1.11110emse,-

Inter-Student Conferences in France,
India, Turkey, Switzerland, Austria
and Italy.
Mr. Gordon was a member of the
Hagannah before the establishment
of the State of Israel and later served
in the Israel Defense Forces during
the War of Independence and the
Sinai Campaign.
A member of Israel's Diplomatic
Service since 1954 he served in the
Embassy of Israel in Washington,
D. C. As Personal Assistant to Ambassador Abba Eban and later to
Ambassador Avraham Harman. He
later assumed the post of Second
Secretary, Embassy of Israel, in
Washington.
Mr. Gordon has been granted one
year's leave to take courses in Turkish and Persian at the Center for
Middle Eastern Studies, Harvard
University. He is also serving as
instructor of Arabic at the Department of Mediterranean Studies,
Brandies University.

Atlantic City, New Jersey, is
built on an island ten miles long and
one mile wide.
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ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRT.SABLE BOND
Touch-type, hunt-and-peck, type with one hand tied
behind your back—it's easy to turn out perfect papers
on Corriisable. Because )ou can erase without a trace.
Typing errors disappear like magic with just the flick of
an ordinary pencil eraser.There's never a telltale erasure
mark on Corrgsable's special surface.
Corasable is available in light,
medium,heavy weights and Onion
Skin. In convenient 100-.sheet
packets and 500•sheet ream
boxes. Only Eaton makes
"Irliwta"?4,f,Atati,
Corriisable.
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Get wititthe Grand Prix... Ent today, enter incessantly!
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TWIST
every Thursday nite 8-12
The Canteen
Bangor
359 Main St.
Music by Lee Grover & His Downbeats

Author of"Rally Round The Flag, Boys","The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

UNITED WE STAND
The entire academic world is agog over the success of the
Associated Colleges Plan—ACP,for short. I mean, you go to
any campus in the country these days and you will see students
and faculty dancing on the green, blowing penny whistles,
grabbing each other by the elbows and yelling, "About that
ACP, Charley—like troy!"
And who can blame them? The ACP is a plan not only simply
brilliant, but also brilliantly simple. All it is, is a loose regional
federation of small colleges. Let's say, for example, that in a
given region we have a group of small colleges, each with its
own academic specialty. Small College No. 1,let's say, has a fine
language department: Small College No. 2, let's say, has a fine
science department; No.3 has a fine music department;etc., etc.
Well sir, under the ACP these various colleges federate. A
student in any one of the colleges can take courses in the specialty of any of the other colleges and—here's the beauty part!
—he will receive credit for the course at his home college. Thus
he enjoys all the advantages of a big university without losing
the comfy coziness of a small college!
Well sir, you can see what a good idea the ACP is. I respectfully submit, however, that just because a thing is good is no
reason not to try to make it better. Like,for instance, Marlboro
Cigarettes. Marlboros were good from the very beginning, and
people found out quickly and sales zoomed. But did the makers
of Marlboro say, "Okay, we've got it made. Let's relax"?
Well sir, if that's what you think, you don't know the makers!
They did not relax. They took their good Marlboros and kept
improving them. They improved the filter, improved the blend,
improved the pack. They researched and developed tirelessly,
until today Marlboro is just about the most admirable cigarette
you can put a match to. There are, in fact, some people who
find Marlboros so admirable they can't bear to put a match to
them. They just sit with a single Marlboro in hand and admire
it for ten, twelve years on end. The makers of Marlboro are of
course deeply touched by this—except for E. Rennie Sigafoos,
the sales manager.
But I digress. The ACP, I say, is good but it can be better.
Why should the plan be confined to small colleges? Why should
it be confined to a limited region? Why not include all colleges
and universities, big and small, wherever they are?
Let's start such a federation. Let's call it the "Bigger Associated Colleges To Encourage Richer Intellectual Activity"—
BACTERIA,for short!

Rules Set
For Contest

Ad Hoc Takes Action
To Stimulate Culture
Richard Lunt, proctor, Hart Hall;
Joel Eastman, editorial editor,
Maine Campus; Linda Preston,
chairman of Union Fine Arts Committee; Diane Porter, Delta Zeta
sorority; Alfred Hagan, president,
Senior Skulls; Will Saunders, Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity; Alan Treworgy, Mu Alpha Epsilon; Cedric
Menkin, Campus Mayor: Marty
Stickle, Art Meyer, University Park,
Earl Smith, editor af Maine Campus; Vickie Waite, assistant editor
Maine Campus; Laurette LeGoff,
President of Associated Women's
McChesney.
Government; Guy
president Maine Outing Club; Patricia Eagan, Panhellenic Council
and Ann Adjutant, Panhellenic
Council. Dr. Carroll Terrill is the
faculty consultant to the group.
The next meeting of the Ad Hoc
group will be held on Tuesday.
March 13 at 7 p.m. in the Walker
Room of the Union. Interested students or faculty are invited to attend.

A group of students involved in
different areas of interests on campus have been meeting regularly to
consider what action can be taken
to simulate cultural and intellectual
activity on campus.
These students feel generally that
although cultural opportunities are
numerous and varied on campus,
attendance is poor and general interest in these areas lag.
Realizing also that any effective
action must come from the students
themselves the Ad Hoc group has
set up a number of goals to work
for throughout the rest of this year.
Included in the plans are creating
an envirenment conducive to student
discussion; promotion of studentfaculty relations; and campus activity attendance. Currently this group
is working closely with Professor
Vincent A. Hartgen in publicizing
the March Arts Festival.
The members of the Ad Hoc
group are: Susan Litz, chairman;

Nineteen Receive Four Point
Nineteen University students received all A's during the recentlycompleted fail semester.
Sixteen of the students are attending classes on the Orono campus
while three are studying on the
Portland campus.
They are: Joyce Baker, Houlton;
Jeanine Berry, Unity; Ernest Blaisdell, Jr., Veazie; Bonita Boone, Lincoln; Janice Campbell, Sangerville;
Mary Fox, Oakland; Robert Fritz,

Orono, MJi,Ie,

Bangor; Alan Glanville. Orono,
Sonja Hicks, Eastport; Marion
Hitchings, Darien, Conn.: Brian
Hodgkin, Lewiston; William Levesque, Orono; Deborah Mague.
Milbridge; John Martin, Van Buren,
Joann Peakes, Bangor; and Lila Stevens, Augusta.
At Portland: Elizabeth Cote and
Marilyn Lipson, both of Portland;
and Kathleen Watson, Bath.
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Following are the rules for the
annual Hamlet Playwriting Contest
open to all University students: Approximately $40. will be awarded
the winner.
1. All plays are to be original in
subject matter. Simple dramatization of short stories or episodes
from novels or moving pictures can
riot be accepted.
2. The contest is limited to oneizt plays of the sort intended for
the stage rather than merely for
reading. They must have been written since May 1, 1961, and before
May 1, 1962.
3. Plays may be the result of
collaboration between two authors.
4. Manuscripts are to be sub1:•itted in neat, typewritten form at
he Registrar's office on or before
May 1, 1962.
5. The student's name should not
appear anywhere in the manuscript.
but should be contained in a sealed
envelope submitted at the same
time and bearing on the outside th:
name of the play.
6. If no play of sufficient men.
is submitted, no award will be made
this year.
7. In accordance with the term -s
of Mr. Hamlet's will, the judges
are Dean Murray, Professor Hankins, and the President of the Maine
Masque.

Men tire themselves in pursuit of
—Laurence Sterne

.ST.

Absence of occupation is not rest;
a mind quite vacant is a mind dis—William Cowper
tressed.

Your Exclusive Arrow Dealer In Old Town

A. J. GOLDSMITH
53 years of service to U. of M.students
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University Fashion
In Bat;ste Oxford

What a bright new world BACTERIA opens up. Take, for
example, a typical college student—Hunrath Sigafoos (son,
incidentally, of the Marlboro sales manager). Hunrath,a bright
lad, is currently majoring in burley at the University of Kentucky. Under the BACTERIA plan, Hunrath could stay at
Kentucky, where he has made many friends, but at the same
time broaden his vistas by taking a course in constitutional law
at Harvard,a course in physics at Caltech, a course In frostbite
at Minnesota and a course in poi at Hawaii!
I admit there are still a few bugs in BACTERIA. How, for
instance, could Hunrath attend a 9 o'clock class at Harvard,
a 10 o'clock class at Hawaii, an 11 o'clock class at Minnesota,
and still keep his lunch date at Kentucky? It would be idle to
deny that this is a tricky problem,but!have no doubt A nierican
ingPnuity will carry the day. Always remember how they
Jatiyd at Edison and Fulton--and particularly at Walter
who invented the collarbone.
•
*
•
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This authentic Arrow button-down,
has a special appeal for you.
Here's why... Arrow craftsmanship
and care for detail insures you of a
properly fitting roll collar. The shirt is
Mitoga cut to fit the lines of your
body with no unsightly bunching
around the waist.
In stripes and solid colors of your
choice. Sanforized labeled.
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Meg Gets A Letter
From Miss Formity

By INGRID RAIN
The weekend began with the annual Sophomore Hop on Friday
By MEG MeMULLEN
night. "An Evening in Paris" was
Well, all kinds of exciting things
complete with sidewalk cafes and
t:le Eiffel Tower. Al Corey played happened this week. I have received
for the dancing under Paris skies. just scads of fan mail. No, I guess
Dr. and Mrs. York and Mr. and I'd better not say that. I found a
letter in my mail box. And I'm not
Mrs. Chase were the chaperons.
Saturday night, after the Fresh- really sure it's from a fan. It was a
man Banquet, the gym was the charming little note, though, and I
scene for the Freshman Dance. wish I could understand it. The best
Don Sylvia played for the dancing. I can do for it is tear it apart, which
I will proceed to do. (I'll never be
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
an author, I'd write the conclusion
had an informal supper for the
first) It started off okay ... it said,
brothers of Phi Eta Kappa in the
"Dear Meg." Well, this poor girl
Alpha Chi room last week. Danc(who signed her name "Connie
ing was on the agenda after the
Formity"—isn't that cute?) is upbuffet supper was served.
set. She starts off by saying that
The annual Chi Omega Art Tea everywhere
she goes she is watched,
vas held on Sunday as part of the and
then launches into a big jumble
Arts Festival. Paintings from the about class
structures in the Den.
Anthony Thieme collection were on
"As you go in the door," she
exhibit. Nancy Buckminister and states, "as
far as the counter, along
Nancy Baker were in charge of the aisle, if you're
'in,' then sit there.
the tea.
If you're an intellectual, or 'out,' you
A continuation of the Arts Fes- sit at the other end.
Any middle
tival will be the Student Art Ex- areas are for those
who are neither
hibit which opens Sunday, March 'out' nor 'in' but just
blahs." I sit
11, at 2:00 p.m. in the Union lob- on the other side,
myself, with all
by. The exhibit will be kicked off the unclassifieds. Just
like ads,
with a coffee, followed by the Don you're either classified
or unclassiSylvia Jazz Concert at 3:00 p.m. fied. I guess I've been told.
Then she
in the Main Lounge. Two Fine Arts wants to know if the library
is the
Films will also be shown at the same way. I don't really know,
besame time in the Bangor Room. A cause I don't make a habit of
going
Japanese setting will furnish back- there.
ground for the art work which inShe adds a post-script that is even
cludes oils, sketches, sculptures, momore confusing than the letter. "I
biles and other media in art.
sound like a bananafish (that's releThe Annual Club Playboy Par- vant)
and I think I am one. It's
ty will be held on Saturday, March
nice to find a secure niche in life and
17, in the Main Lounge at 8:30
I do want to do the right things.
p.m. Music will be furnished by (Now,
watch this next one closely)
Dale Whitney's Band and the en- 0
yes, someone told me to stop
tertainment feature will be the Ray playing
the guitar because only.
Wiggin Quintet, a vocal group well."
(that's it) She goes on to say
from Dow Air Force Base.
that she's "very all upset." Kind of
Selection of "Miss Playmate." tugs at your
heart-strings. dosen't
chosen by the playboy audience it?
from nominated candidates, will be
Speaking of the Den, and I might
another highlight of the evening.
Tickets will be limited to 100 as well, I heard what seemed to be
couples and all seats will be re- a good idea the other day. Why
served. Tickets go on sale March don't they put book-racks some12 and the price is $1.50 per couple. where in that area so people won't
Pinned: Linda Preston to William Saunders, Alpha Tau Omega;
Carolyn
Showalter, Millersville
Burglars worked for hours to
(Pa.) State Teachers' College to
Richard Bogh, Sigma Alpha Epsi- break into a business office robbed
lon; Jane Maloney to William once before. They found a sign on
the safe: "The Money Is in The
Stevens, Sigma Nu.
Engaged: Verna Boutilier, Ban- Bank."
(Louiseville Courier-Journal)
gor, to Evan Gleason, Tau Kappa
Epsilon; Carolyn Lee, Biddeford, to
He who hesitates will hear horns
Jeffrey Hodgdon, Sigma Alpha Eptooting.
(Reader's Digest)
,ilon; Sarah Comstock, Newington,
Conn., to Bruce Jones, Sigma AlMaine's deep sea and inshore fishpha Epsilon
eries began to develop soon after
Married: Teddie Ponder, Hou- 1818.
Non, Texas, to Richard Sterling,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

have to sit at book-covered tables
and try to find a place to set their
coffe? Seems as though the people
who clear off the tables would be
happy with a little less interference,
too.
Seems like that's about all there
is for now. Prelims are coming up
and I'm not. I think I'll make a
study of the seating of different
groups in the Den. I think maybe
Miss Formity, or should I say "malformity" may have left a little out
of her description. Actually, I think
she's pretty much wrong, but I'll see.
Good night, everyone, and good
night, Miss Barstow, whoever you
are.

Interviews for the selection ot
Sophomore Owls, the highest nonscholastic honor awarded to freshan men, will begin Tuesday, Mar.
13.
Approximately 435 freshmen have
achieved a 2.0 or better point average in the first semester. These stu-

uents will receive invitations for
interviews in the mail this week.
Twenty new Owls will be selected
on the basis of leadership, character
and personality. The names will be
announced at the tapping ceremonies at the IFC sing later this spring.

JAM SESSION
every Saturday
2-5 p.m.
The Canteen
359 Main St.

Bangor

music by Dale Whitney's Maine Bears

men recommend it

Cool, clean Old Spice After Shave lotion always
gets you off to a fast, smooth start. Feels just as
good betw:aen shaves as it does after shaving.
Rates A-OK with dates

AFTER SHAVE
:
LOTION
•

Notice
Resident counselor applications
are available for upperclassmen.
Interested dormitory residents
should see their head counselors
and non-dormitory- students may
pick up applicat!on forms in the
Dean of Men's Office. 207 Library.
Students are urged to apply as
soon as possible since interviews
begin immediately. Those who
have applied before must reapply.
The Dean of Men will be glad
to answer any quest

Owls Start Recruiting Interviews

The Machine Computation Laboratory is engaged in the analysis, programming and solution of a great variety of f.::entific and engineering problems. It consists of three separate
groups. • Analog Computation —Three Beckman Ease analog computers are used for
studies of V/STOL aircraft, missiles, advanced aircraft and engine systems, turbojet and
rocket fuel controls. • Digital Computation — A Philco 2000 and an IBM 7090 are used
to solve problems in engineering applications, program research, numerical control of
machine tools, weather analysis and prediction.• Mathematical Analysis — This group,
made up of mathematicians with advanced degrees, acts as consultant on many mathematical problems that develop throughout the Corporation. This requires the solution of
systems of linear, ordinary differential arid partial differential equations ad might also
include information theory, combinatorial analysis and approximation theory.

interesting
careers
for

INTERVIEWS: Wednesday, March 14

11111111111111111110•

We have
GREETING CARDS
for
ALL OCCASIONS

mathematicians

See your College Placement Officer
for an appointment aPd a description of cleanable assignments.

Alt qualified applicants will receive consideratia far emp!.4mc at ivitt.,,ut m:ari to race,'creed, acr
mnatimlorim
.
4
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Fine Arts Festival Four Fraternities Elect Officers
Topic Of Program

Notices
The Student Education Association and Kappa Delta Pi will
meet jointly on March 14 at 7
p.m. in the Walker Room at the
Union. Student and resident team
teachers from Auburn will be
present for a discussion.
A meeting of the Forestry Club
will be held in the Memorial Union
on Tuesday, March 13. A film on
the "Cascade Mountain Region in
Washington and Oregon" will be
shown.
The next meeting of the Debate club will be held on Tuesday, March 12, at 3:10 in 305
Stevens Hall.
A field trip for University medical technologists will be held this
Saturday at 10 a.m. at the Stodder
Laboratory of Eastern Maine General Hospital, Bangor. The Medical
Services Club will meet March 14
in the Totman Room of the Memorial Union. The program will include a film entitled "Training The
Medical Student."
Any person who wishes to run
for the S.R.A. Cabinet for next
year, as campus-at-large representative, please turn in his name at the
S.R.A. office in the Union. Election
well be held Maine Day.

"The University of Maine and
You" devotes its entire program
next Sunday to saluting The Fine
Arts Festival. Producer and narrator, Robert MacLauchlin and host,
Jim Goff, introduce student groups
who will demonstrate and explain
the various facets of the Fine Arts
Festival. A faculty representative
will also appear to explain the University's role in the Festival.
Featured on the program will be:
Linda Preston, who will talk on
student groups and what the fine
arts mean to them; the Foster Jones
Progressive Jazz Group; a poetry
reader; Marilyn Mehlman, who
dances ballet; a group of students
who will display and interpret paintings; and members of The Maine
Masque appearing to talk about
their up-coming production, "Blood
Wedding."
"The University of Maine and
You" appears Sunday, March 11,
12:00 to 12:30 over WABI, channel
5, Bangor, and WAGM, Presque
Isle.
Those interested in obtaining a
schedule of events for the Fine Arts
Festival, or who wish to participate
in it, should write to the Music and
Art Department.

Four fraternities recently elected
officers for second semester.
Alpha Gamma Rho: President,
Wayne Thurston; Vice President,
Edgar Ferguson; Secretary, Bart
Harvey; Treasurer, Ralph Harris;
Assistant Treasurer, Robert Gill;
Social Chairman, David Richardson; Rushing Chairman, Tom Sweet;
Pledgemaster, Phil Andrews; Historian, Robert Bishop; Reporter,
Michael Parker; Usher, Tom Newman; Chaplain, Errol Additon;
House Managers, Ken Stratton and
Al Larson.
Phi Mu Delta: President, Philip
Campbell; Vice President, Kenneth
Poole; Secretary, Delwyn Webster;
Treasurer, Michael Bond; Chaplain,
William Cook; Sergeant-at-arms,
William Browne; Editor, Ernest
Jackson; House Manager, Brian
O'Connor; Steward, Paul Dall;
Scholarship Co-chairmen, Stephen
Goodridge and Ronald Vigue; Social Chairman, Charles Crockett;
Pledge Master, Kenneth Poole;
IMMA Representative, Ronald Paquette.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon: President, Ronald Cotton; Vice President, Cary Sherman; Secretary,
Randall Freeman; Treasurer, William Randall; Social Chairman,
George Splane; House Manager,
William Melanson.
Theta Chi: President, Thomas
Scala; Vice President, John Caswell; Secretary, Bob Mitchell;
Treasurer, David Palmer; Marshal,
Jack Toomey; First Guard, Jeff
Chase; Second Guard, Donald
Young; Chaplain, Peter Thompson;
Librarian, Bryan MacMillan; Historian, Warren Hansen, and Alumni Correspondent, Art Ellison.

SUMMER JOBS
ifrt EUROPE
THE 'new' WAY TO
SEE & 'live' EUROPE
Specializing in 'European Safaris
FOR SUMMER JOBS OR
TOURS WRITE:
AMERICAN STUDENT
INFORMATON SERVICE,
22, Avenue de la Liberte,
Luxembourg-City,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg

Episcopal Church at the
University of Maine

Father showing his empty wallet
to teen-age son: "About that loan.
It's like reality, Sonny-0. Old
Mother Hubbardsville."
(Reader's Digest)

Chapel of St. Thomas

Put off thy cares with thy clothes;
so shall thy rest strengthen thy
labor, and so thy labor sweeten thy
rest.
—Quarles

8 a.m., Holy Communion

of Canterbury
Sunday, March 11
11 a.m., Confirmation
Holy Communion

See us for special bargains on fraternity and college charms
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Rt. Rev. Oliver L. Loring
Bishop of Maine
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BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
"A GOOD SPOT TO RELAX"

• NOW SHOWING •
"Those Pillow Talk Playmates
Are At It Again"
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"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
says Publius (Boom-Boom) Aurelius, Coliseum crowdpleaser.
Says Boom-Boom,"Tareyton is one filter cigarette that
really delivers de gustibus. Legions ofsmokers are switching.
Try a couple of packs of Tareytons. They're the packs
Romana!"

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
INNER FILTER
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DUAL FILTER
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Brian McCall has turned his attention to golf and has the team
members working out daily in
preparation for their opening meet.
The golfers are practicing daily as
space is available in the gymnasium
and field house. They are using
woods and irons with plastic balls
and are also perfecting their putting.
Working out are Browne Goodwin, Terry Nelson, Gary Symond
s,
Bob Birchenough, Dave Howe, Carlo Kempton, Alan Leathers, Frank
Moxon, Russ Prosser, Pete Solheim,
and Bill Whitman.
The tentative schedule:
April 18, Brunswick Open; April
27, at Connecticut; April 28, Rhode
Island and New Hampshire at
Kingston, R. I.; May 1, at Bates;
May 3, at Colby; May 5, Bates; May
9, at Bowdoin; May 11 and 12,
Yankee Conference Meet at Manchester, N. H.; May 14, State Meet
at Augusta; May 19, Colby; and
May 24, Bowdoin.

• •

(Continued from Page 10)
Only Li% esey remains from the
Butterfield is entirely undecided
outstanding defensive outfield the on his pitching rotation with nine
Bears had a year ago. Especially hurlers working out. In addition to
with Livesey taking a turn on the Livesey, George Bartlett, Hilary
mound, Butterfield is faced with Mahaney, Pete Henderson, Bob
a problem here. One of the first MacDonald, Dick Dolloff, Dave
base candidates will probably join Haskell, Art Warren and Billy
Dave Vaillancourt, Ray Roberts Thomas are contending for the
and Skip Chappelle in fighting starting slots.
for the two open positions; three
when Livesey pitches.

Close Contest ...
The president of a college board
of trustees addressing fellow board
members: "Perhaps the salaries we
pay are lower than we thought,
gentlemen. We're not only losing
professors to industry—we're losing
them to government."
(Reader's Digest)
By the end of 1957, more lives
had been saved by the application of
atomic energy in the field of medicine than were destroyed in the
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
in 1945.
(Reader's Digest)

It's Coming I- May 2
SWINGING SPRING WEEK IN SAN JUAN,
PUERTO RICO
$174,including transportation (jet) and hotel
accommodations.
Inquire: Dave Lamb, Beta Theta Pi

"00'
ffig nr-11 SFPIJE
you dolt! You kno.v 1.•.! only
Mennea Skin Bracer after-shave lotion."
"Of course, sir. Arid this..
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(Continued front Page 10)
and Rhode Island with the same
7-3 record Connecticut did compile.
The low point in the season
came, in McCall's mind, when
Skip Chappelle sprained his ankle
prior to the Bates game in January. With Skip out of the lineup,
the Bears managed to beat the
Bobcats, 76-61, but they then lost
three in a row to Colby, Bowdoin
and New Hampshire.
The loss at Rhode Island last
Saturday turned out to be a true
seat squirmer. The Rams needed a
win to stay in conference contention and in addition, Rhode Island
fans were gathered for the last home
game and a sendoff for seniors Gary
Koenig, Dave Ricereto, Roger Stenhouse and Stu Schacter.
They were treated to a Maine
team which, in McCall's opinion
"showed more determination and desire than any team I ever had."
Down to the final gun the game was
anybody's win. McCall felt that Skip
Chappelle, who bowed out with 36
points, "played one of the best
games since he first pulled on a
Maine uniform. It was a fitting cli-

to-pon

"
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"I've told you that Skin Bracer
cools rather than burns.
Because its made with Men Ma Ice.'
-Quite, sir. And this..."

Outdoor Angle
By DICK STAIGER
Back in the fall, when all eyes
were on the deer situation, there
was a feeling of apprehension in
the air that things were not going
to come out too brightly. We can
now look back on the season and
objectively analyze the reasons for
the decrease in total kill.
Many of us were blaming one of
the things we couldn't control, the
weather. This, in the beginning of
the season, was very depressing.
Looking back, we wonder if the
weather had the greater effect on
hunter or deer. Deer hunting in
Maine means getting bundled up,
scoffing down several cups of scalding coffee, and venturing into the
snowy woods where we can track
our prey and at least know they are
there.
This past year we merely had
some coffee to wake us up, threw
on a jacket, and took off on the
dry, noisy leaves. There was no
snow in the woods so we went on
the assumption that our "superior"
intellect would, with some physical
caution, guide us to our prey—and
so we hunted.
This early season demoralization.
combined with the inactivity of the
deer, probably accounted for the
statewide slump in the kill previous

max to his career at Maine."
Chappelle. of course, finished
the season as Maine's high scorer,
averaging 19.5 points a game. He
also finished second in rebounding with 154 in 20 games. Junior
Art Warren topped all rebounders with 275. breaking Larry
Schiner% old school record by
seen. Warren averaged 13.8
points a g.inte, as did senior Don
Harriuni sho grabbed 151 rebound..
The backcourt duo of Laddie
Deemer and Lenny MacPhee averaged 8.9 and 7.6 respectively.
The Maine team scored at the
rate of 71.2 points, just a notch below their opponents who scored 71.3
a game.

to November II. In Zone 1 the kill
was off more than 25% and in both
Zones 2 and 3 the kill was off close
to 50%. These lesser kills accounted
for an aggregate decrease of better
than 7,500 deer killed during this
period as compared to the 1960 season.
The later part of the season
brought a glimmer of new hope as
snow put a blanket on the woods.
The snow came, the weather got
colder, tile rut started the bucks
moving, and it seemed as though the
hunting season had finally arrived.
With a burst of new hope and sight
of a quickly closing season, the kill
started to increase. The increase was
sharp and in Zone 1 the previous
deficit was more than compensated
for by a 27% rise, relative to 1960,
in the kill for the season following
November 11, and the final totals
chowed a rise of 1% for the area.
The kill also increased considerably in Zones 2 and 3, both being
only 1% lower than 1960 for the
period following November 11.
Zones 2 and 3 finished the season
with a 26% and 28% decrease,
respectively, relative to 1960.
The total kill for the state was
32.747, a decrease of 13% and 5,027
deer compared to the 1960 season.
To Professor Banasiak we extend
our gratitude for the statistics
quoted, and for those who think kill
a major factor in the following seasons outsome. just think of all the
deer you can shoot next year.
On the current hunting scene we
have rabbit hunting which is going
strong and will be with us for another couple of weeks. In the local
area the rabbit population seems to
be on a par with last year so there
is sport for those who partake of it.
The major factor in success is the
weather and snow conditions. Deep
powdery snow is slow going but
remember the rabbits present an
easier target since it is slower going
for them also. Take down that gun
and give the rabbits a late season try,
it is a good excuse to get out and a
chance for some late action. Good
hunting.

"Besides, that crisp, long-lasting Bracer
aroma has a fantastic effect on girls.'

THE
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"indeed sa, sir. Are...."
"Tonight I need kn Bracer. I'm going to
the Prom. So take that stuff
away and get me some Skin Bracer!"

"But !:ir, this is Skin Bracer. Tney've
iiist changed the botte.
Shall I open it now. sir?"

DINNER IS SERVED
STUDENTS
PARENTS
DATES
FRIENDS
TREAT YOURSELF TO
DELICIOUS FOOD
"ENJOY A CHANGE OF TASTE"

Daily
Except Saturdays
MEMORIAL UNION
—a•
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Close Contest At Rh de Island
Ends Frustrating Court
so
An exciting 88-85 loss at Rhode Island brought a close to the 1961-62 basketball season,
termed by Coach Brian McCall as a "season of disappointments, frustrations and accomplishments."
McCall felt that the year "could have been disastrous but turned out to be respectable in the sense
that the boys came back time after time from defeat to beat opponents or make the game very close."
Maine finished with an overall
mark of 11-13, ending up third in
the state series with a 4-5 record
and fourth in the Yankee Conference with a 4-6 total. While the
Bears did not win either title, McCall felt they did win the respect
of every team they played.
UPSETS HIGHLIGHT
McCall is pleased to point out.
however, that Maine was directly
responsible for picking the Yankee
Conference titlist by beating Connecticut twice, 73-68 and 70-68.
The Maine coach termed the pair
of upsets the highlight of the season. Had UConn copped the two
contests. the Huskies would have
ended up 9-1 in conference play
ahead of Massachusetts with 8-2

Slots Still Open
On Maine Nine
With the spring trip only three weeks away, Black Bear baseball coach Jack Butterfield is working with the problem of finding
a set lineup. At this point, only Bill Livesey, Ed Ranzoni, and Ron
Marks seem sure of their positions. Livesey will alternate between
the outfield and the pitching mound, Ranzoni will hold down third
base, and Marks will open behind the plate.

(Continued on Page Nine)

Chappelle Writes
Chapman invited 13 Maine Marks
To NCAA Finals
Jeff Chapman placed second in
jumping for the University of Maine
at the Eastern Intercollegiate Ski
Association Championships at Norwich last weekend. Chapman qualified for the NCAA Championships
at Squaw Valley and will be sent if
funds are available, according to ski
coach Si Dunkee.
Maine placed second in a field of
11 in the jumping event but was
ninth overall as two entrants did
not finish in the downhill.
Dan Gatz ran sixth in the cross
country for Maine while Bill Ferguson was 20th.
Scott Philbrook was 23rd and Bill
Ferguson 25th in the downhill. In
the slalom. Pete Hudson pLzed 20th
and Bill Ferguson 30th for the
Bears.

Phi Eta Alive As
Playoffs Begin
By ED ROGERS
Phi Eta Kappa turned the tables
as the playoffs began in intramural
basketball. upsetting Kappa Sigma.
54-42, and Phi Gamma Delta, 5646. Kappa Sig gave Phi Eta a scare
closing the gap to one point with
three minutes to play but the Green
were in control all the way against
the Fijis.
Phi Gam, with only one defeat in
regular season play, dropped its
second contest in the round robin.
53-45 to Sigma Chi. Don Sorrie led
the way for the Chi quintet with 21
points.
Delta Tau Delta, undefeated during league play, was forced into a
second overtime by Phi Mu Delta
before winning 68-64. Pete Forbush
tossed in two thirty foot set shots
to break the game open for the
Deltc. in the week's most exciting
contest. Forbush and Harrison totaled 42 pr.ints to offset 21 points
by Rol Paquette.
Gannett 2 pulled away from Dunn
1, 52-41 in another highlighted game
of the week. In other contests, Dunn
1 beat Dunn 4, 65-47, Gannett 3
toped South Hannibal Hamlin, 6052. Dunn 2 dumped South Hannibal.
69--!4. and Gannett 2 also whiptsed
Sou:h Hannibal. 42-31. Dunn 2 beat
Gannett 3. 47-37, and Dunn 1
topped Cumberland 3, 47-42.

Captain Skip Chappelle ended his
University of Maine basketball career with a 36 point performance at
Rhode Island and 13 varsity marks
in the Maine record book.
Chappelle finished with 1,352
points, a University and state college
record, and, during his injury racked
senior year, set a school mark with
a .874 free throw mark.
In addition to setting 13 Maine
records, Chappelle led the Yankee
Conference in scoring during his
sophomore and junior seasons, was
named All-Yankee Conference both
times and was chosen All-New England as a junior. While Maine has
been elevated to large school status
this year, Chappelle was named
Little All-American as a junior. AllStar squads for the 1961-62 season
have not been named as yet.
Chappelle's all time Maine one
came records are 43 points scored
and 19 succes,ful free throws.
His season marks are 394 field
g:sal attempts, 185 field goals scored.
167 free throws scored, an .874
free throw average, 32 consecutive
free throws converted and 485 total
points.
Career marks include 1,091 field
goal attempts, 473 field goals scored,
406 free throws converted, an .835
free throw average and 1,352 total
points.

Butterfield has added Phil Curtis,
a former Maine ball player, as an
..—istant now that the team has
been pared to its regular season
size. As of Monday, 25 men were
being carried with the possibility of
one or two more being cut according to Butterfield.
While Marks will open the season as catcher, Butterfield hopes
that one of three other candidates will come along during the
season so that Ron can be freed
for outfield duty. Marks is the
fastest man on the club. Either
John Gibbons, Don Derrah or Bob
Leberge can replace the speedster
by improving with experience.
At first base, holdover Dave Gaw
and sophomore Phil Morse has been
battling with Pete Forbush also in
the running. Both Gaw and Morse
can play the outfield and one or
the other is likely to end up out
there. Gaw has been showing improved batting over last year.
BASKETBALL OVER
With basketball over, Lenny MacPhee has joined Zip Thompson in
the battle at second base. The two
shared the job last year and may
alternate again. MacPhee is a righthanded batter, Thompson left handed.
Connie Nisbet has the inside track
on filling the shortstop hole because
of his year's experience. However,
Butterfield has been impressed by
Wayne Cobb's defensive showing.
Ranzoni m.on All Yankee Conference honors at third base last year
and seems to have the position
wrapped up. He is challenged by
sophomore Ken Mantai.
(Continued on Page Nine)

Indoor Cinder Club
Closes With Loss
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Basketball buffs were treated last week to the 1961-62 All-American
quintet as picked by the Associated Press. The club was the cream of,
what has been called, the outstanding crop of basketball talent to come
down the pike since Naismith put up his peach baskets.
In this day and age of bigger and better basketball players, the
size of the '62 all-stars still sands out. They average just over 6' 7" and
carry approximately 211 pounds apiece. There isn't an NBA leans
that can boast of a first line of such bulk. However, closer examination of the roster reveals the reason for the awesome averages.
Jerry Lucas of Ohio State, who stands 6' 8" and weighs 228 pounds.
leads the list. He is a center. Purdue's Terry Dischinger, the Big 10's leading scorer, joins Lucas and carries 189 pounds on a 6' 7" frame. He is a
center. The nation's leading scorer, Bill McGill of Utah, who stands
6' 9" and weighs 200 pounds, is a third member. He is a center. Man
mountain, Len Chappell of Wake Forest adds weight to the team. He
towers 6' 8" and tips the scales at 240 pounds. He is a center. Rounding
out the five is
Walker of Bradley. He is 6' 6" and weighs 200 pounds.
He is a center.
While this is a fine collection of talent, capable of burning the
backboards while pulling down rebounds and able to throw a never
ending stream of balls through the hoops, basketball is also played
out beyond the foul circle. In fact, from circle to circle, the AP allstars might have trouble hanging onto the ball. Not a single backcourt man was named to carry the ball down court after the big fellows
have grabbed the rebound.
The Sporting News, in naming its All-American this week, replaced
Chappell with West Virginia's Rod Thorn, a 6' 4", 185 pounder, but an
honest to goodness guard. It went one step farther and called Walker a
guard too. It may be stretching poetic license a bit to do so, but at least
the Sporting News gave indications of making an effort to turn out a
true basketball team.
There is no reason why centers and forwards shouldn't be grouped
together. The two play almost interchangeable positions. However,
there is still room in basketball for two little men to handle the ball.
Perhaps little is not the word for the player presenting the most
impressive credentials for the second back court slot. He is the nation's outstanding sophomore, Cotton Nash, the man who has made
the Kentucky quintet go. Despite his 6' 5", Nash is at home in the
back court, or for that matter, any place Adolph Rupp puts him.
This is the sign of a truly great player.
Writers and fans alike seem obsessed with the big man, often overlooking the feats and value of normal sized people. All all-teams show
this trend as selectors group together the five highest scorers or leading
rebounders available. A mighty important statistic, the guage for judging
guards, is neglected. That would be the assist column. The man who can
score without somebody throwing him the ball is still being sought.
The trend towards unbalanced teams spreads to the gridiron too.
Almost every All-American team, and there are scores, consist of two
gazelles, two giants, two guards, a center, a bull dozer, a sactback
and, in all probability, two quarterbacks. Never a well rounded
pla,er or club, but II leaders in touchdowns, tackles and press releases.

MAINE MASQUE THEATRE TICKETS

NOW ON SALE

By BILL SMULLEN

mile simply had a poor day.
Styrna attributes the "tough luck'
Our indoor trackmen wrapped up
the 1962 campaign Saturday at season to the fact that too many
Northeastern when they took it on key men were out during the camthe nose 69-44. "Things didn't go paign.
While the "big boys" were taking
well on the whole, and it just wasn't
our day." was the comment by a licking the Bear Cubs were crushing the hopes of Deering and PortCoach Edmund Styrna.
land High. The final tally showed
The Bears did manage to walk
the frosh holding a commanding
away with top honors in four events,
lead 92-34-8, while Portland High
however. Dick Nason, although sick
claimed third spot.
at the time, won the hammer throw,
Arnie Delaite, froth standout
while Si Skillin, Dave Parker and
broke two records in the discus
Dave Lahait took the broad jump,
(distance-154-11%) and shot
45 yard dash, and high jump events,
put (distance 57-7%). The froth
respectively.
dominated the competition as they
Neither Pete Macl'hee nor Mike
took 11 out of 13 top spots.
Kimball were at their best during
Both the varsity and freshman
the contest. Mact'hee's leg ga‘e
out in the fir-t unt: ef111101f.41111 tit. outdoors squads are now having
limited practice before opening the
I. he via. iiri.ibl•• to continue in
season in mid April. The teams need
the match. Kimball placing third
fresh talen in the high jump, broad
in the tvlo mile and .4.cond in the
jump and middle distances.
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